8R  - Rudi, DK7PE will be active as 8R1CW from Guyana on 21-28 September. He will be QRV when time allows. Details will be published on his web site: https://www.rooody.de/. [TNX NG3K]

EI  - EJ1D will be active on 20-21 September during the third "DX Feile" (DX Festival, https://www.dxfeile.ie) to be held on Inis Mor (EU-006). QSL via M00XO's OQRS.

JA  - Take, JI3DST and Masa, JR8YLY will be active as JI3DST/5 and JR8YLY/5 from Shodo Island (AS-200) on 20-25 September. They will operate SSB, CW, FT8 and RTTY on 80-6 metres. QSL via home calls. [TNX DX World]

JD1_mt - Kazu, JD1BNA plans to active as JD1BNA/JD1 from Minami Torishima (OC-073) on 25-30 September. He will operate mainly CW with some SSB and FT8 on 160-17 metres. QSL direct to JL1UTS. [TNX OPDX Bulletin]

LZ  - Special callsign LZ16HST marks the 16th IARU High Speed Telegraphy World Championship to be held in Albena, Bulgaria on 13-17 September (https://www.hst2019.com/). QSL via the bureau to LZ1BJ.

OE  - Special callsigns OE190APD, OE192APD, OE193APD and OE196APD will be active from 21 September to 20 October. QSL via operator's instructions. The suffix stands for Animal Protection Day (World Animal Day is an international day of action for animal rights and welfare celebrated annually on 4 October). A number of certificates will be available; see https://www.qrz.com/db/oe190apd for information.

OK  - Special callsign OL75CARBON marks the 75th anniversary of Operation Carbon, executed during World War II in the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia by Czech paratroopers trained in England. Activity started on 5 September and will continue until 30 November. QSL via OK2PXJ.

ON  - Club Radio Durnal (ON4CRD) will be active as OP75E between 21 September and 20 October to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the liberation of the city of Eghezee and the district of Namur during WWII. QSL via the bureau.

OX  - Bo, OZ1DJJ will be active again in his spare time as OX3LX from Simiutaq Island (NA-220) on 26-30 September. Before and after going to Simiutaq he might be active from Qaqortoq, on the main island of Greenland (NA-018). QSL via OZ0J, Club Log's OQRS and LoTW. [TNX DX World]

SM  - Gaby, DF9TM as SD7M and Frank, DL2SWW as SD7W will be active from Sturko Island (EU-138) on 13-19 September. QSL via the bureau to home calls.

UA9 - Look for Andrey, R1FW/0 to be active from Kunashir Island (AS-025) until 18 September at least (possibly until the 25th). He operates
CW, SSB and FT8 on 40, 30 and 20 metres. [TNX qrz.ru]

XW - Simon Luttrell (XZ2A) has left Myanmar, and now lives in the city of Luang Prabang, Laos. His XW0LP licence is valid for one year from 1 October 2019 and is initially valid only for 20 metres, "because I need to confirm propagation and antenna performance from my new QTH. If all looks good, I'll extend my licence to other bands". He will be QRV every day, mostly using FT8. QSL via Club Log's OQRS; see https://www.qrz.com/db/XW0LP for information about his QSLling policy, which is functional to his ongoing education charity efforts. [TNX DX World]
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IOTA AND THE MAINTENANCE OF FAIR PLAY ---> "To clarify its position on the conduct of operations put on for the IOTA Programme, the IOTA Board has updated the text of provision E.1.2 in the IOTA Programme Rules as follows: IOTA Management attaches importance to the maintenance of fair play as far as is practicable. From time to time a set of circumstances occurs where official intervention is considered justified. One such case is where there is seen to be apparent intentional unfair, even discriminatory, treatment of people in the making of contacts or issue of QSL cards or QSO matches. An example of this is where an expedition to a rare IOTA group follows a clear practice of discriminating against contacts with non-participants in the IOTA Programme or, post-event, of deleting them from the log. In this regard the cardinal principle to be followed must be that it is immaterial whether the contact is a known participant or not in IOTA. Failure to observe fair play in cases like this is sufficient justification for rejection of the operation for IOTA credit on grounds of it bringing the IOTA Programme into disrepute. All participants are asked to have regard for our long established tradition of acting in accordance with the best of ham spirit". [G3KMA, https://iota-world.org/, 11 September 2019]


SAC ---> The 61st Scandinavian Activity Contest will be held on 21-22 September (CW) and 12-13 October (SSB), from 12 UTC on Saturday to 11:59 UTC on Sunday. Scandinavian stations (Aland Islands, Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Jan Mayen, Market Reef, Norway, Svalbard and
Bear Island, Sweden) will try to work as many non-Scandinavian stations as possible and vice versa. Complete information of the SAC events can be found at [https://www.sactest.net/](https://www.sactest.net/).

Z81C ---> James, Z81C (formerly P29HG and VK4GKA) is a new operator from Juba, South Sudan. "He will be working for an NGO in the capital for at least a year and a half", The Daily DX reports. When he sets up his station, he will operate SSB. QSL arrangements to be decided.

+ SILENT KEY + Larry E. Price, W4RA died on 10 September. He was 85. Dr. Price served as ARRL President (1984-1992), serving simultaneously as Secretary of the International Amateur Radio Union (1989-1992) and continuing as IARU Secretary and ARRL International Affairs Vice President until his election as IARU President in 1999. He served as IARU President for two five-year terms, retiring and being named IARU President Emeritus by the IARU Administrative Council in 2009. The ARRL Board named him ARRL President Emeritus in 2011. "Larry Price was the Dean of the IARU", IARU President Tim Ellam, VE6SH recalls, "and under his leadership the organization not only achieved great success for the Amateur Radio Services, but also the respect of those we work with in the ITU. His work and tenacity on a number of issues gave the IARU the admiration of many administrations and senior leadership at the ITU, which we continue to enjoy today".
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CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER     CALL        MANAGER
===================================================================
3D2VR       DD0VR       EG8SDC      EA1AUM      JT7A        RA0SM5
3Z0R        SP9SX       EG9SDC      EA1AUM      JV1A        W6VE
3Z0TECH     3Z6AEF      EH1SDC      EA1AUM      K7TRI       VE3LYC
3Z800WG     SP9PSB      EH2HJ       EA2IR       L70Q        LU1QA
4D3X        W3HVK       EH2SDC      EA1AUM      LG5LH       LA7TH
4K6AG       DC9RI       EH3SDC      EA1AUM      LZ304EW     LZ1KCP
4U500M       UA3DX       EH4SDC      EA1AUM      OE155OTA     OE5YNN
4X1VF       K1FJ        EH5SDC      EA1AUM      OL250VEK     OK1KQI
5W0VR       DD0VR       EH5UFF      EA5AG       OL48MLA      OK2RZ
5W1SA       JA1DXA      EH6SDC      EA1AUM      OL75CARBON   OK2PXJ
7I1TI       HA3JB       EH7SDC      EA1AUM      ON44WAR      ON7RY
7Q6M        K6ZO        EH8SDC      EA1AUM      ON75L        ON4RSX
7Q7W        KC4D        EH9SDC      EA1AUM      OR75USA      ON4GDF
7X3WPL      7X3DL       EI3NMMI     EI6AL       O26SYL       OZ7AGR
9G5QU       N4GNR       EI100YXQ    EI9FVB      P29VIM       YO5BIM
9H3T        PC3T        EL2EF       N200        PA75LIMBURG   PC9DB
9K2HQ        EC6DX       EM225FA     UT7FA       PC75OFA      PA0FAW
A5A         JH1AJT      EN150LOZ    UY3LA       PD538RNI     PD0ARI
A91ARS      A92AA       EN5RGS      UV3RT       PH100KLM     PA3DVA
AH2D        JA1NEJ      EP2C        EA5GL       R680S        RO3F
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3Z50KP  Krzysztof Patkowski, P.O. Box 45, 21-400 Lukow 1, Poland
9M16KING  Kelab Radio Amatur Jalan Klang Lama, 01-00-12 Jalan 20/146, Perumahan Polis Desa Tasik, Sungai Besi, 57000 Kuala Lumpur, WP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
9M4IOTA  Kuala Lumpur DX Team, 50 Jalan AU 4/2, Taman Seri Keramat Tengah, 54200 Kuala Lumpur, WP Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
9M62MK  Muhammad Yasir Abdullah, 18 Kampung Alor Berala, Mukim Tobiar, 06700 Pendang, Kedah, Malaysia
9U3TMM  Francesco Crosilla, Via Grassi 7, 33028 Tolmezzo UD, Italy
EV0BREST  Lopurko Evgeny Nikolayevich, ul. Gogolya 68-37, 224003 Brest, Belarus
GB4BIT  Brian Price, PO Box 2020, Llanharan, Pontyclun, CF72 9ZA, United Kingdom
HA3JB  Kutasi Gabor, Siofok, Koch R. utca 10/A I/4, 8600, Hungary
OH0CO  Bengt E. Karlsson, Laerktigen 4, SE-546 33 Karlsborg, Sweden
OU29EU  Frank Fendahl, Svinoejev 2, 4750 Lundby, Denmark
OZ5E  Andrew Huddleston, Moellestien 53, 8000 Aarhus, Denmark
T6AA  Robert Kasca, Govejk 11C, 5281 Spodnja Idrija, Slovenia
T88RR  Yasuo Tajiri, 9-9-703 Kanaya-machi, Nagasaki-shi, Nagasaki, 850-0037, Japan
VE3LYC  Cezar Trifu, 4986 Bath Rd., Bath, ON K0H 1G0, Canada
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